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The First Test of The Second Term

Part one :

A/ Reading Comprehension :

Task 01 : I read the text and choose the correct answer ( 3pts ) :

-1- Mike is : ………….

a) twelve . b) ten . c) thirteen.

-2- His father is a :………….

a) doctor. b) vet . c) engineer.

-3- Jill works in a :………..

a) School. b) Hospital. c) office.

Task 02 : I read the text and fill in the box . ( 3pts )

B/ Mastery of Language :

Task 01 : I choose the correct answer ( 3pts )

-1- This is ( a / an ) ……. Engineer .(An/The )……engineer works in a factory.

-2- This is mu uncle .( He / She / It )………is an artist.

-3- Leila is a teacher .This is ( His / Her / my ) ……..school .

Level : 1MS Ibn Badis Middle School School Year : 2016/2017

Hi‚ my name is Mike . I’m 10.I study at Brooklyn school in

New York ( U.S.A ) . My father is an engineer and my mother

is a teacher . My sister Jill is a nurse .She works in a hospital

in San Fransisco .I have a cat its name is willy.

Father ′s job : ……………. 

Mother ′s job : ……………. 

  Sister ′s job : …………….
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Task 02 : I match the picture with the job (2pts )

a

Task 03 : I put the words in the right box ( pts )

Brother – three – Thursday-mother

Part Two :

Situation of integration : I use the information to unite a paragraph .( pts )

a nurse a teacher a mechanic a painter

………………………….

…………………………..

………………………….

…………………………..

θ ð

-Name : Donia

-Age : 12 years old .

-City : Taya.

-Country : Algeria .

-Mother′ s job: teacher .

-Father′ s job : painter .

-Family : 2 sisters / one

brother

Hello ! My name is Donia.
………………………………………………………

………………………..………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………
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The first English test of the second trimester

Level :1 AM Name : …………………………………………………….

Timing : 1 Hour Class: 1ms…………………………………………..

Hello,

My name is Brian Trump. I am 12 years old. I am from

USA and I live in New York. I am a pupil at ST James

school.I speak English and I like playing basketball.

I have a nice family. My father is an dentist and my

mother is a nurse.She works in the hospital. I have one

brother. His name is Mike. I have a pet dog called

Oliver.I love it too much.

A)- I read the message above and complete Brian’s ID: (03 pts)

First name : Brian.

Family name : ………………………………………………………..

Age: ……………………………………………………… .

Country: ………………………………………………………

City: ………………………………………………………..

Likes: …………………………………………………………

Pet: ………………………………………………………..

B)- I match the following to get correct sentences: (02 pts)

C)-I choose the correct answer.( 03 pts )

1/ I ( am / have ) a cat .

2/ ( Her / His ) name is Selma .

3/ My mother ( is / has ) a car.

4/ This is ( I / my ) brother .

5/Monday is the ( two/second ) day in the week.

6/Ann is ( a /an ) teacher .

a dog.

one brother.

a dentist.

a nurse.

-Brian has

-Brian’s father is

-Brian’s mother is

-Oliver is
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D)- I use the correct personal pronoun: ( I /You/She / He / It/They /we ) (03 pts)

Eg: We are a happy

family.

……… my father. …… is an animal. Are…………..Mr

Smith?

………… are my friends. …….. am fine. ………… is my sister.

E)-I classify the following words according to these sounds : (02 pts)

( father / Thursday/ this / tenth )

F)-I write the numbers in letters.( 03 pts )

Eg : 13 –– thirteen

24   ─ ……………………………………………………………………………….     

67  ─  ………………………………………………………………………………     

81   ─ ………………………………………………………………………………. 

G)- I answer Brian’s message and I write about : my name, age, school, city, country ,

family, likes and pet.( 04 pts )

/ ð / /θ /

……………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………

…………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………........................

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..1am.ency-education.com
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A-I read the text and answer by

true or false.(2pts)

1-Jane is English.

………………

2-Jane is a schoolgirl.

………………

3-Jane lives in London.

……………..

4-Jane gets up early.

…………………….

B- I read the text again and

answer the following

questions.(3pts)

1-What time do lessons start?

…………………………………………

2-What time do lessons finish?

………………………………………

3-Is Jane a teacher?

………………………………………

C- I sort out from the text

words or expressions that are

closest in meaning to:

schoolgirl=…………………………

D-I sort out from the text

words or expressions that

are opposite in meaning to:

start≠………………………… 

Hello everyone I’m Jane Wilson. I’m English. I’m

from Liverpool. I’m a pupil at Victoria elementary

school. Every morning I wake up at half past six but I

get up at seven o’clock. I take a quick shower I dry my

hair, and I get dressed. I have my breakfast with my

family. At half past eight dad takes me to school.

Lessons start at a quarter to nine in the morning and

finish at two o’clock in the afternoon. All the pupils

have lunch at the school canteen.

In the evening, I do my homework, watch TV, I brush

my teeth and I go to bed at a quarter past nine.

Bendir Mohamed Middle School

Level : MS1 2016-2017 My Third Test in English
Teacher/ Mrs. Merimeche Saidani salima
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E- I read the time and draw the hands of the clock.

G-It’s my turn to write.

It’s Sunday morning, and it’s the first day of the week. You

get up early. What do you do before you go to school?

Write a short paragraph in which you describe your

routines in Sunday morning (time you get up) until you leave home

for school.

a- b- c- d-

1-twenty to six 2-twenty five past seven 3-half past nine 4-a quarter to one

F-I sort out from the text the following routines. (3pts)

In the morning In the afternoon In the evening

……………………………
…………………………..
…………………………..
……………………………
……………………………
…………………………….
…………………………….

……………………………
…………………………..
…………………………..
……………………………
……………………………
…………………………….
…………………………….

……………………………
…………………………..
…………………………..
……………………………
……………………………
…………………………….
…………………………….

G- I classify these words according to the pronunciation of the

diagraph « th ».(2pts)

fourth mother that thin – ninth - this

/θ/ 

……………………………

……………………………

……………………………

/ð/

……………………………

……………………………

……………………………
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I. Reading Comprehension .
A) - I read the message above and I complete Carolina ID card .

B)- I match the following to get correct sentences.

Mastery of language : A - I fill in the gaps with : a / an
Lexis :

School Year : 2016/2017

Level : 1MS Second term, first test .

Hello,
My name is Carolina .I am 13 years old. I’m
from Italy and I live in Milano . I am a pupil at
Leonardo Da vincci School.I like swimming.
I have a nice family. My father is a dentist
and my mother is a doctor. She works in a
hospital. I have one brother , his name is
Pedro, he is the first of his class and one
sister, her name is Dayna. I have a pet, it is a
cat. I call it Misou. What about you ??

Name : …………………………………..

Age : ………………………………………………

School: …………………………………………………….

City /Country: ……………….. , ……………………….

Likes : ……………………………………………………

Pet: …………………………………………………….

-Carolina lives -

-Dayna is

-Her father is

-Her mother works

-Pedro is

her brother , he is the first of his class.

a dentist .

in Milano

her sister.

in a hospital

Dislike ≠ ……………………                   The last ≠     …………………
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Mastery of language: A- I fill in the gaps with: a / an .

…… apple ……dog. ……ice cream ……elephant

B - I rank these cars using the ordinal numbers.

N°1 N2 N°3 N°4

The …………., The ……………, The………… , The …………

C – I match each question with its answer.

Good luck.

Answers.

- I’m 12 years

- Yes, I am .

-.No, I have not .

-Yes , I do.

-I’m Ahmed Amine.

-I’m from Algeria.

Questions.

-Who are you ?

-Where are you from ?

-How old are you?

-Are you a pupil ?

-Do you like your family ?

_ Have you got a dog ?
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Text :

.

Section one : Reading Comprehension

1- Read the text and complete the table: (3pts)

Age Occupation

The 1st brother …………………………………. ………………………..

The 2nd brother

The 3rd brother

……………………………………

……………………………………….

…………………………..

……………………………

2- Write true or false (2pts)

Malek has three sisters (……………..)

Malek has a cat called sony (…………….)

3-Find the synonyms in the text: (2pts)

Ahmed Mahdi Middlle School

Level : 1MS……… English First Test of the Second Term

Name…………………… 2016-2017

20

Hi Maya,

My name is Malek. I am thirteen years old. My father is an architect, and my mother is a

nurse. I have three brothers. The first one is a lawyer. He is twenty eight years old. The

second one is a student. He is twenty three years old. The third one is a pupil. He is ten

years old. We have a dog called loulou. I love all my family.

Love,

Malek

Send

Account

TO Maya13@gmail.com

My familySubject :

Cc……

Hello = Everyone=

1am.ency-education.com
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Section Two: Mastery of Language:

1- Circle the correct words (2pts)

My father is (a - an) farmer. (His –He) name is Ahmed. (His – He) is 64 years old.

My sister is (an - a) pupil. (She- Her) name is Asma. (She - Her) is 10 years old.

3-Complete with: am /is / have / has. (2pts)

-Akram……….a football player. He ……….a green T shirt.

- I…… a pupil. I ……….blue eyes, with long fair hair.

4- Put the words in the right bubble. mother – three- brother- thirteen. (2pts)

Section three: Integration phase (5pts)

Write a paragraph to introduce one of your family members.

Name age occupation eyes hair skin

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

/θ /

………………………………………..

…………………………………………

/ ð /

……………………………………

….……………………………….
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HALLICHE HOUCINE MIDDLE SCHOOL

Class: 1MS…... Name:……………………………………………………………….Number:…….

Thursday, January 26th ,2017

First Test for Second Term

Task 1  I colour: (2.5pts)

Task 1  I put the words in the right balloon: (3pts)

Task3 (5pt)

I complete with the correct word from the following list:

likes - have - his - her – has – her – like – is – am

 I am a footballer. I ………………………..a ball.

 My aunt is an engineer. This is ……………… car.

 My sister …………………….. a cat pet.

 My mother ……………………….dancing.

 This is my grandpa. ……………………….name is Mokran.
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Task4  (1.5pts)

I add one word to each list:

 doctor – mechanic – engineer - ……………………………………..

 grandpa – father - aunt - …………………………………………

 Thursday –Sunday – Tuesday - …………………………………

Task5  (5pts)

Complete the paragraph:

……………… is my sister.

……………………… name is Alice. ……………

is a pupil at Podington …………… . she

…………………………. a pet.

Task6  (3pts)

I find new English words:

M……………………………………………..

O……………………………………………...

N………………………………………………

D………………………………………………

A………………………………………………

Y………………………………………………
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The second English test of the second trimester  

 
Level :1 AM                                          Name : …………………………………………………….                                                            

Timing : 1 Hour                                         Class: 1ms……………………     2016-2017 

 
 
       Sally is an English girl.She  gets up at quarter to eight. 

She has breakfast at eight o´clock. Then she goes to school 

at half past eight. School starts at nine o´clock. She gets 

home at half past four. In the afternoon, she   plays with her 

friends or watches TV. She always does her homework in the 

evening,   At ten o´clock, she goes to bed. On weekends, she visits her 

grandparents. 
 
 

Section one :Reading comprehension ( 07 pts ) 
 

Activity one : I read the text and I say « true » or « false ».  ( 02 pts )   
1/Sally is from Algeria.   …………………………………… 

2/She plays with her friends in the morning.   ……………………………….. 

 

Activity two : I read the text and I complete the table. ( 03 pts ) 
 
Sally ……………………………………………………………………………………………..                  07 :45 

She ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 08 :00 

She ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 08 :30 

She ………………………………………………………………………………………………. In the afternoon 

She ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. In the evening 

She ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. On weekends 

 
Activity three : Lexis ( 02 pts ) 
*I find in the text the opposites of these words : 

1/ boy ≠ …………………………….                                                       2/ finishes ≠ …………………………… 

 

Section two : Mastery of the language ( 07 pts ) 
 

Activity one :I classify these words according to the pronunciation of their final 

« s » 

practises/ writes / matches / does / sleeps / reads  . ( 03 pts ) 

/s/ /z/ /iz/ 

……………………/……………………….. ………………………/……………………….. ……………………../……………………….. 

1am.ency-education.com



 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity two : I say what’s the time.( 02 pts ) 

 ………………………………………………….  ………………………………………………….. 

 

 ……………………………………………………   …………………………………………………            
 
 

Activity three : I put the verbs in brackets in the simple present. 

1/ Sami ( speak )……………………. English. 

2/ I ( like ) ……………………………. my family. 

Situation of integration : ( 06 pts ) 

 
Talk about your daily routines using these verbs. 

 

 

play video games / go to school / get up /go to bed / have a shower / play with 

my friends 
 

 

 

 

I always …………………………………           at 06.30.I …………………………………            at 07 :45 

 

 

 

.On Saturdays, I don’t …………………………………        .I ……………………………………………… 

 

 

I…………………………………………………….     and I……………………………………………… 

1am.ency-education.com



Chantouf Mokhtar Middle School                                                      Date : Sunday , February 19th , 2017 

Level: 1am. 

  The Second English Test N:2   

 

Part One(14pts):  

A/ Reading Comprehension (7pts)  

Activity One: I read the text then write “true”, “false” (3pts) 

1. Tom gets up at seven. (……………)  

2. Lessons start  at eight . (………….)  

3. Tom practices sport at 18:30. (……..….) 

 Activity Two: I complete the table with information from the text.(2pts) What does Tom 

do at ? 

 

7:30 
 

 

16:00 
 

 

19:00 
 

 

22:00 
 

……………………. 

 

……………………. ……………………. ……………………. 

 

 Activity Three: Lexis .  

I match the words in column A with their equivalents in their column B. (2pts) 

1  wake up              A    love 

2  begin                   B    play 

3  practise               C   get up 

4  like                       D   start 

Part One : B/ Mastery of Language (7pts)  

Activity One : I correct the underlined mistakes. ( 2pts)  

ahmed am a pupil . They starts school ot 8:00. 

……………… a pupil .  ………… starts school ………8:00. 

Activity Two: Re-write the following sentences using the third person of singular  

( He- she – it) (3pts).  

1. I get up at 7:00, every day.            He ……………………………………………………  

2. They go to school at 7:30.             She………………………………………….............  

3. I start at 8:00.                                Rida ………………………………………….............  

 

 

      Every day, Tom gets up at 7:00 o’clock and has breakfast at 7:30 . Then, he starts 

school at 8:00 and finishes his studies at 16:00 o’clock. After school, he does his 

homework. Tom plays football at 17:30 . At 19:00, He comes back home. He likes 

computer games and watches TV at 20:30 . He goes to bed at 22:00 o’clock. 
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Activity Three: I classify the words according to the sounds.(2pts) 

               has  - finishes – does - starts 

 

/s/=wakes 

 

/z/= prepares 

 

/iz/= washes 

 

………………….. ………………….. ………………….. 

 

 

Part Two: Written Expression.(6pts) 

I fill in the gaps with . (bed- lunch- I - afternoon- o’clock –pm) 

     Every morning I wake up at 06 :30 a.m. I wash up , get dressed and have breakfast . At 

seven …….  I go to school .I have my………. at 12 :00 o’clock. In the ………..I watch TV at 

04 :00….. and do my homework at  05 :00 pm.  …..go to….. at 09 :00. 
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School: Tarek Ibn Ziad                                                                           Class: 1AM.. 

My name is: ………………….                                                                Date:2016/2017 

The second term test  

Hello, Amina 

My name is Perla. I am 11 years old. I am from France and I live in Monaco . I am a 

pupil at Victor Hugo school. My father is a dentist. He is 40 years old. 

His name is Daniel. My mother is an architect. Her name is Diana. She is 35 years 

old. I have a pet cat, its name is Loulou. 

I love my mother so much! 

What about you ? 

 

Part One : 

A- Reading Comprehension: 

Task one:I read and colour in green the correct answer: 

1- Diana is the:   sister                aunt           mother      of  Perla 

 

2- Perla is from :   Algeria      France         Tunisia  

 

3- Diana is an:       nurse       architect      teacher  

 

Task two: I read and complete the table 

 

Relatives Names Age Job 

- Father 

-……………….. 

…………………… 

Diana 

……………………… 

…………………… 

……………… 

………………… 

 

Task three :I find the synonym of: 

Like =…………….. 

 

2/ Mastery of language : 

 

Task one:I write  the numbers in full letters: 

 

1st :…………………………. 

2nd :……………………….. 

3rd:………………………… 
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Task two: I complete with the right article: “a” “an”  

 

1- Perla is ….. French girl 

2- The mother of Perla is …… architect. She is….. woman. 

3- Her mother is …….. dentist. 

 

Task three: I classify the following words according to their pronunciation. 

 

Three- father- thanks –the 

/ θ /think / ð /they  

1-…………….. 

2- …………….. 

1-…………….. 

2- …………….. 

 

 

 

Part two: Integrated situation:  

Perla is waiting my email. I write her an email to introduce myself. 

I talk about my (my name-age-city-school-job-my father-my mother (age, job) 

 

Hi, Perla. 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 Good luck 
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School: Sidi Amar Middle school                                                             Class: 1AM… 

My name is: …………………. 

The second term test n1 

Hello, Amina 

         My name is Perla. I am 11 years old. I am from France and I live in Monaco. I 

am a pupil at Victor Hugo school. My father is a dentist. He is 40 years old. 

His name is Daniel. My mother is an architect. Her name is Diana. She is 35 years 

old. I have a pet cat, its name is Loulou.  

 I love my mother so much! 

What about you? 

 

Part One: 

B- Reading Comprehension: 

Task one: I read and colour in green the correct answer: 

4- Diana is the:   sister               aunt            mother        of  Perla 

 

5- Perla is from :   Algeria      France         Tunisia  

 

6- Diana is an:       nurse       architect      teacher  

 

Task two: I read and complete the table 

 

Relatives Names Age Job 

- Father 

-……………….. 

…………………… 

Diana 

……………………… 

…………………… 

……………… 

………………… 

 

Task three: I find the synonym of: 

Like =…………….. 

 

2/ Mastery of language: 

 

Task one: I write  the numbers in full letters: 

1st :…………………………. 

2nd :……………………….. 

3rd:………………………… 
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Task two: I complete with the right article: “a” “an”  

 

1- Perla is ….. French girl 

2- The mother of Perla is …… architect. She is….. woman. 

3- Her mother is …….. dentist. 

 

Task three: I classify the following words according to their pronunciation. 

 

Three- father- thanks –the 

/ θ / think  / ð / they  

1-…………….. 

2- …………….. 

1-…………….. 

2- …………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part two: Integrated situation:  

perla is waiting my email. I write her an email to introduce myself. 

 

Hi, perla. 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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